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This vastly expanded new edition to the most simple, concise and elegant way to hit the
ground running and learn about wine tasting. Here's an easy way for everyone to develop their
wine tasting skills. 1. Wine Tasting Terms builds your wine tasting vocabulary with brief
explanations of wine flavors and faults. 2. How to Take a Wine Tasting Note walks you through
the fundamentals of wine tasting. 3. Wine Note Forms puts the repetitive parts of a note in
convenient multiple choice for pros as well as acting as training wheels for beginners.
Growing YouKeepsake Pregnancy Journal and Memory Book for Mom and BabyBlue Star
Press
Full of fun pictures which celebrate the arrival of the magical winter season, this is an engaging
book to share with babies and toddlers. There are pictures of a jolly snowman, sparkling
snowflake, a winter forest and more to look at, and the pages have different touch-and-feel
textures, which little fingers will love to explore.
A Year in the Garden is for note takers, list makers, and gardeners! Combining the popular
style and structure of bullet journals with guided, creative prompts, it will help you slow down,
track your time and your garden's process, and celebrate plants.
The Chef's Journal is about conceiving, creating, and finally completing the perfect dish. The
journal contains common terms, useful conversation chart, and sections to craft and refine
recipes.
"Riot Baby bursts at the seams of story with so much fire, passion and power that in the end it
turns what we call a narrative into something different altogether."—Marlon James Ella has a
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Thing. She sees a classmate grow up to become a caring nurse. A neighbor's son murdered in
a drive-by shooting. Things that haven't happened yet. Kev, born while Los Angeles burned
around them, wants to protect his sister from a power that could destroy her. But when Kev is
incarcerated, Ella must decide what it means to watch her brother suffer while holding the
ability to wreck cities in her hands. Rooted in the hope that can live in anger, Riot Baby is as
much an intimate family story as a global dystopian narrative. It burns fearlessly toward
revolution and has quietly devastating things to say about love, fury, and the black American
experience. Ella and Kev are both shockingly human and immeasurably powerful. Their
childhoods are defined and destroyed by racism. Their futures might alter the world. “[Tochi]
Onyebuchi has woven a story as uplifting as it is heartbreaking, an epic ode to the future and
past, tiny acts of resistance, love, and the wild unstoppable sweep of revolution.”—Daniel José
Older At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
Being a great first-time dad doesn't mean being perfect. It means having the tools you need to
be a supportive partner during and after pregnancy--which is exactly what We're Pregnant! The
First-Time Dad's Pregnancy Handbook is all about. From heartburn and headaches to birth
and breastfeeding, We're Pregnant! features practical, action-oriented pregnancy advice from
the author of the Dad or Alive blog, Adrian Kulp, a (once clueless) dad who's been there and
done that--three times, in fact!

Elegantly repackaged, The Morning Pages Journal is one of The Artist's Way's
most effective tools for cultivating creativity, personal growth, and change. Now
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more compact and featuring spiral binding to make for easier use, these Morning
Pages invite you to do three pages daily of longhand writing, strictly stream-ofconsciousness, which provoke, clarify, comfort, cajole, prioritize, and synchronize
the day at hand. This daily writing, coupled with the twelve-week program
outlined in The Artist's Way, will help you discover and recover your personal
creativity, artistic confidence, and productivity. The Artist's Way Morning Pages
Journal includes an introduction by Julia Cameron, complete instructions on how
to use the Morning Pages and benefit fully from their daily use, and inspiring
quotations that will guide you through the process.
A reassuring, no-nonsense guide to caring for your body before, during and after
giving birth. For too long, women have been told that debilitating conditions
following pregnancy are normal, to be expected, and something to just put up
with. Emma Brockwell is on a mission to change this. Having been through two
difficult pregnancies herself, Emma combines her expertise as a specialist
women’s health physiotherapist with personal experience to create a warm,
honest, informative and essential handbook to help pregnant women and new
mums take control and care for their changing bodies. Find out how to: -Protect
your pelvic floor -Heal effectively from birth – both vaginal deliveries and
caesarean sections -Tackle common - and TREATABLE - post-birth problems
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-Exercise safely after birth Every woman has the right to be informed and this
empowering guide gives you all the tools you need to look after your amazing
body throughout motherhood.
A collection of essays, lectures, and observations on the art of writing fiction from
Alice McDermott, winner of the National Book Award and unmatched "virtuoso of
language and image" (Rebecca Steinitz, The Boston Globe) What About the
Baby? Some Thoughts on the Art of Fiction gathers the bestselling novelist Alice
McDermott’s pithiest wisdom about her chosen art, acquired over a lifetime as
an acclaimed writer and teacher of writing. From technical advice (“check that
your verbs aren’t burdened by unnecessary hads and woulds”) to setting the bar
(“I expect the fiction I read to carry with it the conviction that it is written with no
other incentive than that it must be written”), from the demands of readers
(“they’d been given a story with a baby in it, and they damn well wanted that
baby accounted for”) to the foibles of public life (“I’ve never subscribed to the
notion that a film adaptation is the final imprimatur for a work of fiction, despite
how often I’ve been told by encouraging friends and strangers, ‘Maybe they’ll
make a movie of your novel,’ as if I’d been aiming for a screenplay all along but
somehow missed the mark and wrote a novel by mistake”), McDermott muses
trenchantly and delightfully about the craft of fiction. She also serves throughout
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as the artful conductor of a literary chorus, quoting generously from the work of
other great writers (including Tolstoy, Shakespeare, Nabokov, Morrison, and
Woolf ), beautifully joining her voice with theirs. These stories of lessons learned
and books read, and of the terrors and the joys of what she calls “this mad
pursuit,” form a rich and valuable sourcebook for readers and writers alike: a
deeply charming meditation on the unique gift that is literature.
A journal of memories from the proposal to I Do! by Amy K. Rosenthal.
Book viewing journal for those who love to watch movies Watching movies is one
of the most rewarding hobbies anyone at any age can have. This movie viewing
log is made for those who are frequent film watchers, and who may loose track of
what they have and have not seen, or would simply like to record their thoughts
and ideas about the films they have seen. This movie log is something many
people will keep for their entire lives. The earlier you start recording, the more
logs you will finish, and the more you will have to show for it. It also makes a
great gift to be passed down through generations, as a great piece of personal,
sentimental history. What does this book contain? Cover page with space for
owner information and logbook number Space to rate, review and record 200
different films Quick Recap Listat the end of the journal which acts as a contents
page for your reviews, ensuring you are able to quickly find what you are looking
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for Lined notes pages at the back of the book to record other relevant information
(Such as movie wishlist, seual information etc) What do the review pages
contain? Title Director Length Year Genre and Subject Actors Overall Rating
(1-10) Quick Notes / Review Book Features 6 x 9 Inch - Very convenient size 120
pages (100 pages for reviews - 200 movies) Softcover (Paperback) with
professional perfect binding Printed on white paper Awesome cover design
Numbered pages with recap to make your own contents page
In this funny, clever novel, perfect for fans of Pseudonymous Bosch and Gordon
Korman and a companion to The Wig in the Window, tween sleuths Sophie
Young and Grace Yang go undercover at Luna Vista's Winter Sun Festival to
catch a murderer before he—or she—strikes again. Sophie Young and Grace Yang
have been taking it easy ever since they solved the biggest crime Luna Vista had
ever seen. But things might get interesting again now that everyone is gearing up
for the 125th annual Winter Sun Festival—a town tradition that involves floats, a
parade, and a Royal Court made up of local high school girls. When Festival
president Jim Steptoe turns up dead on the first day of parade preparations, the
police blame a malfunctioning giant s'more feature on the campfire-themed float.
But the two sleuths are convinced the mysterious death wasn't an accident.
Young and Yang must trade their high tops for high heels and infiltrate the Royal
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Court to solve the case. But if they fail, they might just be the next victims.
The author of the award-winning The Man in the White Sharkskin Suit—hailed by
the New York Times book review as a “crushing, brilliant book”—returns with this,
the extraordinary follow-up memoir In The Man in the White Sharkskin Suit,
Lucette Lagnado offered a heartbreaking portrait of her father, Leon, a successful
Cairo boulevardier who was forced to take flight with his family during the rise of
the Nasser dictatorship, and of her family’s struggle to rebuild a new life in a new
land. In this much-anticipated new memoir, Lagnado tells the story of her mother,
Edith, coming of age in a magical old Cairo of dusty alleyways and grand villas
inhabited by pashas and their wives. Then Lagnado revisits her own early years
in America—first, as a schoolgirl in Brooklyn’s immigrant enclaves, where she
dreams of becoming the fearless Mrs. Emma Peel of The Avengers, and later, as
an “avenging” reporter for some of America’s most prestigious newspapers. A
stranger growing up in a strange land, when she turns sixteen Lagnado’s
adolescence is further complicated by cancer. Its devastating consequences
would rob her of her “arrogant years”—the years defined by an overwhelming
sense of possibility, invincibility, and confidence. Lagnado looks to the women
sequestered behind the wooden screen at her childhood synagogue, to the
young coeds at Vassar and Columbia in the 1970s, to her own mother and the
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women of their past in Cairo, and reflects on their stories as she struggles to
make sense of her own choices.
Jane Pauley, “America’s baby boomer” (Tom Brokaw) and the new anchor of CBS
Sunday Morning, offers an inspirational guidebook “chockablock with keen insights for
career transitions” (USA TODAY). In 2014, every baby boomer will have reached the
milestone age of fifty. For most, it’s not an end, but the beginning of something new.
Research has shown that people in their fifties are more vital now than they were only
ten years ago. They’re saying, “I’m game, I’m up for it, I want to do more.” Jane
Pauley, one of America’s most beloved and trusted broadcast journalists, offers humor
and insight about the journey forward. The New York Times bestseller Your Life Calling
is a fresh look at ideas that have been simmering since boomers first entered midlife
with a different perspective on the future than any generation before: that there was
more to come—and perhaps the best of all. Jane is not an advice giver but a storyteller.
Here she tells her own and introduces readers to the fascinating people she has
featured on her award-winning Today show segment, “Life Reimagined Today.” You’ll
meet Betsy McCarthy, who traded in her executive briefcase for knitting needles; Gid
Pool, who launched a career as a stand-up comic; Richard Rittmaster, who joined the
National Guard Chaplain Corps; Trudy Lundgren, who took her home on the road in an
RV; Paulie Gee, who opened a successful pizzeria in Brooklyn; and many more. “Jane
Pauley is a wonderful guide to all the different ways you can open new doors in life,
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many of which lead to unexpected places. She shows with humor and insight why the
journey to reinvention can come from all kinds of places and produce all kinds of joys”
(Michael J. Fox). Your Life Calling is delightful, compelling, and motivating for anyone
asking “What am I going to do with my supersized life?”
The only thing you’ll find on the summit of Mount Everest is a divine view. The things
that really matter lie far below. – Peak Marcello After fourteen-year-old Peak Marcello is
arrested for scaling a New York City skyscraper, he's left with two choices: wither away
in Juvenile Detention or go live with his long-lost father, who runs a climbing company
in Thailand. But Peak quickly learns that his father's renewed interest in him has strings
attached. Big strings. As owner of Peak Expeditions, he wants his son to be the
youngest person to reach the Everest summit--and his motives are selfish at best. Even
so, for a climbing addict like Peak, tackling Everest is the challenge of a lifetime. But it's
also one that could cost him his life. Roland Smith has created an action-packed
adventure about friendship, sacrifice, family, and the drive to take on Everest, despite
the incredible risk. The story of Peak’s dangerous ascent—told in his own words—is
suspenseful, immediate, and impossible to put down.
David Bowie - Changesis a celebration of the international figure all starry-eyed
hopefuls aspired to be when setting out on a path to fame and fortune in the music
industry - whether they know it or not. Through more than 150 stellar photos, it tells the
story of an artist the likes of which we'd never seen, and may never see again. Bowie
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had a glittering career fuelled by the spirit of reinvention - he left over 20 albums in his
wake - and was as colourful in his style and image as he was in his music. If a picture
says a thousand words, this book ranks as the definitive manual on how to leave a
lasting legacy in the art scene.
Chart your course through the world of wine! Learn to taste and rate wines with this
guided journal. Includes a wine aroma wheel, prompts for tasting notes and details
about vintage, price, producer, region, country, variety, when and where tasted,
appearance, nose, taste, finish, and overall impression. By wine writer Doug Paulding.
192 pages. 4-1/4" wide x 5-3/4" high (10.8 cm wide x 14.6 cm high). Durable hardcover.
Elastic band closure. Ribbon bookmark.
This sweet-as-can-be baby book offers dozens of creative ways to capture the
milestones and special memories from pregnancy through baby's first year: an
envelope for ultrasound scans, a spin-wheel to display baby's astrological sign, a
gatefold family tree, space for photos, mini envelopes to stash written notes, illustrated
pop-ups, a pull-out growth chart to display in baby's room, and more. Packaged in a
compact album with a fabric spine and foil-stamped cover, with whimsical color
illustrations and thoughtful prompts throughout, this book is the ultimate keepsake for
new parents.
It all began with As You Grow, the wildly popular modern baby book by artist Korie
Herold. In her second book, As We Grow: A Modern Memory Book for Married
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Couples, Korie creates a place to celebrate and remember the details of your marriage.
Record the story of how you live and love and preserve it in writing—a treasure you can
pass to your children and grandchildren. Sections include: • How We Met • The
Engagement • Guest Book for Wedding Day • Our Wedding and Honeymoon • Our
First Year • Anniversaries • Beliefs, Traditions, & Holidays We Celebrate • Kids,
Vacations, and the Times That Shaped Us • Letters to Each Other Heirloom Quality: •
Chic, timeless design • Elegant linen cover • Ample space for photos • Lay-flat design
for writing • Pocket section dividers to safely store keepsakes • Acid-free and archival
paper • Thoughtful prompts to encourage you to reflect and celebrate The perfect gift
for the newly engaged couple, the newly married couple, or those who have been
married for years!
As informative as it is lovely, Homes in the Wild is an adorable nonfiction picture book
from author/illustrator Lita Judge that shows that wild creatures—from beavers to
bobcats, and sloths to squirrels—aren't so different from us after all. Just like us, every
baby animal has a home. Some live in complex burrows deep underground, others in
simple nests high in the treetops. But all homes, regardless of where they are or how
they're built, serve the same purpose: providing shelter where a baby can eat, sleep,
learn, and stay safe while growing up. Animal lovers will delight in this gorgeously
illustrated peek inside the homes—from burrows deep underground to nests high in the
trees—where baby animals live and grow.
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Presents phrases, each starting with a letter of the alphabet, to describe what a baby sees and
dreams about, from being awake to naptime. On board pages.
Gardeners know how helpful it is to be aware of what is happening in the garden from year to
year – what germinates, flowers or fruits and when; how the weather affects flowering and
fruiting seasons and harvests; issues with pests and so much more. A Gardener's Five Year
Record Book from the RHS makes it easy to record what happens in the garden over a fiveyear period. Structured week by week, with five years to a view, it is flexible enough for the
user to choose a personal emphasis if desired. There are additional sections on Plants to Buy,
Plant Suppliers, Useful Addresses and Gardens to Visit so essential information is all in one
place. Illustrated with works of art from the RHS Lindley Libraries.
These gorgeous board books mark the launch of Orla Kiely's baby and toddler books, blending
iconic design with soft learning and first concepts to create stylish rewarding books for both
parent and child.
A soft-to-touch board book, Roger Priddy’s Happy Baby: Colors is one in a series of perfect
first books for your baby. With clear photographic images and simple text labels identifying
everyday things and animals—and their colors—this is an ideal introductory book for 0-18 montholds offering fun and clever ways to increase a child’s vocabulary.
Part of the Passions range from Moleskine, the Coffee Journal is the ideal tool for coffee-lovers
to document their favourite caffeinated drink. The cover and spine feature glossy black
debossing and the notebook has themed flyleaves, a double expandable inner pocket and
three ribbon bookmarks. There are several tabbed sections and adhesive labels for further
personalisation.
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Plant-based eating is more than just putting vegetables on your plate. It offers the opportunity
to experiment with different flavours and textures, and discover how a single vegetable can be
transformed into a multitude of nourishing and tasty meals. Amerae Vercueil has used her
many talents to produce a book that will appeal to vegans and vegetarians looking for
something different, as well as anyone who simply wants to add more veggies to their diet.
Based on recipes that she enjoys cooking and eating, Food That Loves You Back presents
popular veggies in a way that will inspire you to go beyond ‘meat-free Mondays’! If you’ve
ever wondered what to do with Brussels sprouts, canned artichokes, leeks or lentils, this book
has the answer. Healthy carbs are covered too, in the form of olive oil pastry, seed & oat
bread, and flatbreads, and if you’re searching for a sweet treat to end a vegan meal, look no
further than Amerae’s peanut butter and choc-chip cookies, banana gingerbread loaf, or
showstopping date & chocolate cake with chocolate ganache.
A 9-month journal by Amy K. 96 two-color pages w/concealed wire-o binding.
Ideal for bullet journaling! Dot matrix or dot-grid pages are the preferred alternative to
traditional ruled or graph pages. Dot matrix pages are ideal for planning, designing, creating
charts and graphs, and sketching, as well as for bullet journaling and other dynamic notetaking methods. High-performing notebooks feature 25 percent heavier paper stock than other
leading brands. 100-gsm acid-free/archival paper preserves your work. Inside back cover
pocket holds notes, business cards, etc. Elastic band attached to back cover keeps journal
closed. Ribbon bookmark keeps your place. Durable hardcover binding. Removable label.
Notebook is a classic A5 size (5-3/4 inches by 8-1/4 inches). 192 dot-grid pages.
A history and critical assessment of leading indicators reveals their indelible impact on the
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economy, public policy and other critical decisions, discussing their shortcomings while making
suggestions for reducing dependence on them.
Your pregnancy story is a special one. Document your most precious moments from this
season of life in this elegant keepsake journal and memory book. Growing You is a place to
celebrate and chronicle your pregnancy journey, reflecting on the growth, anticipation, and
memories that you want to hold onto as a mother. This heirloom-quality book, created by the
author of the popular baby book As You Grow, is designed with a timeless look and archival
paper so that you can one day pass it along to your child. Growing You includes: • Space to
journal your feelings and experiences about pregnancy and your birth story • A section to
document your prenatal appointments and growth • Writing prompts to record precious
milestones such as baby showers and prepping your nursery • Pages to document your baby's
birth day • Pocket folder for sonogram photos, letters from loved ones, and other mementos •
And more! Special Features: • Chic, gender-neutral design • Elegant linen cover • Acid-free
and archival paper • Generous trim size offers ample space for photos • Lay-flat design
created by a beautiful gold spiral binding allows you to easily write in the book
This waterproof log book is the perfect place for recording your work in the garden. Use this
journal throughout the seasons, from building catalog wish lists early in the year, to noting the
first signs of spring, to recording what vegetable crops you planted and their yield, to
organizing yourself for bulb planting in fall, to, finally, putting the garden to bed for the winter. A
five year grid at the beginning of each month offers space to note annual garden cycles over
time, and journal entry pages are lined for notes or graphed for diagramming plantings.
Whether you tend a window box, a cutting garden, or many raised vegetable beds, this is the
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perfect write-in companion to your gardening. This weatherproof five-year log book includes
the following features: -Sturdy waterproof cover to protect pages from rain and muddy soil
-Lined pages and gridded paper for plotting beds -Five years of 12-month bloom and harvest
grids for recording what you planted and when -Authoritative appendices on composting,
pruning, pest and disease control, and container gardening -Useful reminders by season on
fertilizing, mulching, and transplanting -Space for listing your favorite sources and suppliers.
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